Seismic interferometry can be used to estimate interreceiver surface wave signals by crosscorrelation of signals recorded at each receiver. The quality of the estimated surface waves is controlled by the distribution of sources exciting the cross-correlated wavefields, and it is commonly thought that only sources at or near the surface are required to generate accurate estimates. We study the role of source distribution in surface wave interferometry for both surface and subsurface sources using surface wave Green's functions for laterally homogeneous media. We solve the interferometric integral using a Rayleigh wave orthogonality relationship combined with a stationary phase approach. Contrary to popular opinion we find that sources at depth do indeed play a role in the recovery of surface waves by interferometry. We find that interferometry performs well when surface sources are distributed homogeneously at the surface of the Earth. However, when this homogeneous distribution is not available amplitude errors are introduced, and when multiple modes are present strong spurious events appear and higher mode surface waves may not be correctly estimated. In order to recover higher mode surface waves we propose an additional step in the processing of surface wave data for seismic interferometry: by separating modes and applying interferometry to each mode individually it is possible to recover the interreceiver surface wave modes, without the artefacts introduced by limited source coverage.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
In seismic interferometry Green's functions between pairs of receivers are extracted by cross-correlation of wavefields recorded at each receiver that are excited by sources on a closed surface surrounding the receivers. The Green's functions are the signals that would be recorded at one receiver if an impulsive point source was fired at the location of the other receiver. Thus, interferometry synthesizes the data that would have been recorded if one of the receivers had been a source and the other had been a receiver Snieder 2004a; Wapenaar 2004; Wapenaar & Fokkema 2006) .
These wavefields can be excited by active sources or passive sources, and applications of the method vary with details changing from case to case . For example, van Manen et al. (2005 van Manen et al. ( , 2006 van Manen et al. ( , 2007 propose an efficient full wavefield modelling algorithm based on seismic interferometry. They extract the exact Green's functions between any pair of points in a synthetic medium by cross-correlating wavefields recorded at each point, arising from two different source types on an enclosing boundary. Bakulin & Calvert (2004 ) present a related approach in which they use active sources on the surface of the Earth and cross-correlate recorded wavefields at pairs of receivers placed in subsurface wells to simulate data from a subsurface source at one of the receiver locations. Draganov et al. (2007) apply passive seismic interferometry by cross-correlating recordings of background noise in a desert setting to estimate interreceiver reflected wavefields.
A popular application of seismic interferometry is the isolation of interreceiver surface wave signals. When the sources used in interferometry are located at or near the surface of the earth they predominantly excite surface waves that travel between the two receivers. For example, in exploration seismology, direct and scattered interreceiver surface waves can be estimated using active sources at the surface. The estimated surface waves can then be used as part of a source-receiver surface wave removal algorithm in order to expose the desired and much weaker body wave energy Dong et al. 2006; Halliday et al. 2007 Halliday et al. , 2008 . In earthquake seismology interferometry is applied to so-called passive wavefields emanating from unknown sources in or on the Earth (Shapiro & Campillo 2004; Shapiro et al. 2005) , or from secondary scattering sources (as illustrated using the seismic coda by Campillo & Paul 2003) . The resulting interreceiver seismograms are dominated by fundamental mode Rayleigh waves and these are used to invert for group velocity maps (e.g. Gertstoft et al. 2006) . In engineering/near-surface seismology near-surface shear wave velocity profiles can be extracted from recordings of ambient noise (a process referred to as microtremor analysis, e.g. Aki 1957; Louie 2001) and from active source surface wave recordings (Xia et al. 2000; Beaty et al. 2002) . Chávez-García & Luzón (2005) investigate the relationship between microtremor analysis and passive seismic interferometry and Halliday et al. (2008) illustrate that in a suburban environment interferometric surface wave estimates can be produced using both background noise sources (i.e. motorway traffic, building sites, main roads, etc.) and active sources (similar to the estimates used for ground roll removal).
Theory dictates that a closed surface of sources is required for seismic interferometry (e.g. Wapenaar & Fokkema 2006) . The range of applications introduced above illustrate that this requirement may, in practise, be able to be relaxed. However, limited source coverage does introduce errors and it is important to understand these. For example, Snieder et al. (2006) use a stationary phase approach to show how spurious multiples are introduced when attempting to recover reflected body waves using only surface sources. As a consequence Mehta et al. (2007) use wavefield separation to suppress the contribution of such spurious events in an application of the virtual source method of Bakulin & Calvert (2004 .
Here we study the effect of missing subsurface sources and different source distributions on the interferometric construction of surface waves. We use a stationary phase approach similar to Snieder (2004a) , who uses a 2-D source distribution to show that interreceiver surface waves can be correctly recovered from recordings of passive noise fields when the sources of noise are distributed homogeneously at the surface of the Earth. We present a comprehensive 3-D analysis of the interferometric integral using surface wave Green's functions, considering the effects of source type, sources at depth, and in particular the effect on higher mode surface waves.
We conclude that: (1) contrary to commonly cited opinion, sources at depth play an important role in seismic interferometry for surface waves, particularly when we are interested in the construction of higher mode surface waves-without sources at depth we cannot expect to estimate higher mode surface waves correctly; (2) both point forces and deformation-rate-tensor sources are required to recover the correct relative amplitudes of different surface wave modes; (3) when the homogeneous surface source distribution assumed by Snieder (2004a) is not present we can still recover good estimates of the correct interreceiver surface waves but only when individual modes can be isolated and (4) it is more difficult to recover correct multimode interreceiver surface waves due to the introduction of spurious events in the interferometric synthesis.
The above conclusions do not prohibit interferometric higher-mode surface wave estimation. While amplitude errors are introduced it is still possible to recover the correct phase of the surface waves. The spurious events introduced in the presence of higher modes are created by the cross-correlations between different modes and may be avoided by separating the individual surface wave modes prior to interferometry. We therefore, propose modal separation (where possible) prior to the application of seismic interferometry. Surface wave modes can be separated using bandpass filters (Crampin & Bath 1965) , phase matched filtering (Hwang & Mitchell 1986) or mode-branch stripping (van Heijst & Woodhouse 1997) , but modes are more efficiently separated using frequency-wavenumber analysis, common in exploration geophysics where receiver arrays are well sampled spatially (e.g. Vermeer 2002 ). In earthquake seismology, densely sampled seismograph arrays are rare, however array methods still exist to identify and separate higher modes (e.g. Nolet 1975; Nolet & Panza 1976; Cara 1978; Mitchel 1980) .
In exploration seismology our findings have implications for the prediction and removal of ground roll with interferometry. Ground roll often consists of complex surface waves, exhibiting higher modes and multiple scattering (e.g. Al-Husseini et al. 1981; Herman & Perkins 2006; Halliday et al. 2008) . Hence, when only surface source geometries are available (as is the usual case in exploration seismology) modal separation may be a key process in the application of seismic interferometry to such settings, as in order to remove higher modes correctly we must be able to estimate these with the smallest possible error.
In earthquake seismology, our results explain why higher mode surface waves may not be recovered correctly, since the Earth's passive noise fields are predominantly excited by heterogeneous near-surface source distributions. To date, applications of interferometry at crustal and lithospheric scale only consider the recovery of fundamental mode surface waves (Gertstoft et al. 2006; Moschetti et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2008; Yao et al. 2008) . While these surface waves produce velocity maps in agreement with regional geology, higher modes can be used to provide information in depth ranges unsampled by the fundamental mode (e.g. MacBeth & Burton 1985; Dost 1990; Yoshizawa & Kennet 2004) . Thus the recovery of higher mode surface waves using modal separation may allow for improved velocity maps from seismic interferometry. This argument also applies to applications of interferometry to near-surface engineering surveys, where higher mode surface waves are commonly used to enhance the depth resolution of near-surface velocity models (e.g. Xia et al. 2000; Beaty et al. 2002) .
Finally, the methods used here may also be extended to body waves. Under certain circumstances the full elastic response of a system can be written as a sum of normal modes (Aki & Richards 2002, chap. 7; Snieder 2002) . Therefore, an extension of this approach may allow for detailed analysis of errors introduced by restricted source coverage in the body wave case, or for the analysis of the effect of body waves on surface wave interferometry.
In this paper, we first introduce the appropriate interferometric equations and surface wave Green's functions and use a 2-D synthetic example to illustrate the effect of using only surface sources in seismic interferometry. We then use the surface wave Green's functions to analyse the interferometric integral for surface waves. This analysis allows us to investigate the role of missing subsurface sources in more detail and the effect of different surface source distributions. Finally, we discuss possible implications of our results and observations, providing possible solutions to allow for the recovery of higher mode surface waves in different applications of seismic interferometry. 
F U L L I N T E R F E RO M E T R I C C O N S T RU C T I O N O F S U R FA C E WAV E S
We begin with the frequency domain version of the elastic interferometric formula of van Manen et al. (2006) , cross-correlation and summation of only monopole responses, that is,
This allows interferometry to be applied to real situations where only monopole sources may be available. This approximation is discussed in more detail at the end of Section 2.2.
The effect of missing subsurface sources
We now use a layered 2-D example to illustrate the application of exact seismic interferometry (eq. 1) before illustrating the effect of removing the subsurface part of the boundary of sources S. Fig. 3 illustrates a layered 2-D model that generates significant higher mode surface waves (adapted from the shear wave velocity profile of Gabriels et al. 1987) . We solve the eigenvalue problem for Rayleigh waves in a horizontally layered medium to calculate displacement eigenvectors [r ν 1 (z) and r ν 2 (z)] and their derivates for each of the first six modes (Lai & Rix 1998; Aki & Richards 2002) . While both the length-scale of this model and the frequencies considered are more relevant to exploration seismology, the same theory can be applied to larger scale, earthquake seismology problems. One benefit of using an example like this to illustrate our results is that it is easier to identify different arrivals (such as higher mode surface waves) when using densely sampled arrays typical of exploration seismology.
Using (the 2-D equivalent of) eq. (2) we calculate vertical particle velocity for a single vertical monopole source at a range of offsets from 2 to 200 m and plot this data in the f -k domain (Fig. 4) . The surface wave modes are labelled 1-6. The equivalent time-offset plots appear in both Figs 5(e) and 6(e).
We now estimate this set of surface wave seismograms using seismic interferometry. First we implement eq. (1), that is, we determine the exact interreceiver responses using seismic interferometry. Rather than using a totally enclosing boundary, we extend two vertical lines of sources to a depth of 50 m with a sampling interval of 0.5 m resulting in two hundred boundary sources (Fig. 3a) . This is equivalent to using an enclosing boundary since the values of dispersion curves r ν 1 (z) and r ν 2 (z) approach zero at this depth. Fig. 5(a) illustrates a single example of this implementation using a receiver separation of 200 m (i.e. the maximum receiver offset). The solid line shows the interferometrically determined surface wave Green's function, while the dashed line shows the interreceiver surface wave directly computed using the 2-D equivalent of equation (2). We use zoom panels to emphasize the similarity between these two plots (the small errors are due only to numerical noise). The interferometric process is repeated for each pair of receivers (fixing the first receiver as the 'virtual' source location) and results are shown in Fig The same steps are then repeated, except only two monopole sources are used at source locations with a depth of 0.5 m, one on either side of the receiver line, typical of an application of seismic interferometry to real data (i.e. applying eq. (7) using only the boundary sources just beneath the surface). Fig. 6 (a) is equivalent to Fig. 5 (a), except only these two monopole sources have been used, rather than the 200 sources used to generate Fig. 5 (a). To be able to compare the interferometric estimates we plot the time-derivative of the directly computed Green's function [the need for a time-derivative in this case was predicted by Snieder (2004a) and Wapenaar & Fokkema (2006) ]. Note that the higher frequency, higher amplitude part of the fundamental mode has been constructed accurately; but the higher mode part of the surface wave is poorly estimated. This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 6 (b) where the entire source gather estimate is shown. By applying interferometry to the individual modes, then carrying out the modal summation we get a much better estimate of the Green's functions (Fig. 6c) . Discrepancies still arise in this case due to scale factors introduced in the approximation of eq. (7), and by only using surface sources (cf . Fig. 6e , where the earlier lower frequency arrivals appear to be slightly stronger). The difference between Figs 6(b) and (c) shown in Fig. 6 (d) (scaled up by a factor of 3) illustrates the error introduced by the cross-correlation of different surface wave modes-we refer to this type of error as 'cross-mode correlation'. These results show that in certain circumstances errors are incurred when estimating higher mode surface waves using only surface sources, and hence subsurface sources may be required for accurate estimates of multimode surface waves. We later show that this is not strictly true for certain surface source geometries.
Analysis of the interferometric integral for surface waves
We now investigate how the interferometric integral synthesizes surface waves. Here we solve the integral using a Rayleigh wave orthogonality relationship and the method of stationary phase integration. The method of stationary phase assumes that dominant contributions to the integral come from locations around the integration boundary S where the phase of the integrand becomes stationary and that the amplitude of the term being integrated varies slowly around this location (Snieder 2004b) . The integral is then solved by evaluating the contribution from each of these stationary phase locations. This approach reveals the processes that account for both the elimination of cross-mode terms of different surface wave modes and the recovery of correct amplitudes, both of which are shown to require integration in depth as well as in the horizontal plane.
We begin by illustrating the steps necessary to show the consistency of eqs (2)- (6) with eq. (1). While the mathematics may seem a little involved, it is useful later in the paper when we show how various parts of the derivation break down for different source geometries and modal combinations.
Substituting eqs (2) and (3) into eq. (1) gives
where z, z A and z B are the depths of the boundary source, and receivers r A , and r B respectively, and ϕ A and ϕ B are the azimuths of the horizontal projection of the paths between the boundary source and receivers r A and r B . Snieder (2004a) solves a similar integral to eq. (8) but considers integration only in the horizontal plane and does not include the effect of the terms representing the boundary source types (equivalent to setting the bracketed term on the right-hand side of eq. (8) equal to one). This analysis results in the correct surface wave Green's functions scaled by a factor π/ik ν . We now investigate the importance of the source terms, and the need for integration in both the horizontal direction and in depth, resulting in the exact interreceiver multimode surface wave Green's function. The part of our analysis that coincides with that of Snieder (2004a) is included in Appendix B.
Notice that a double summation over surface wave modes (ν, ν ) is carried out in eq. (8), yet only a single summation over modes is present in the desired Green's function representation in eq. (2). Aki & Richards (2002, chap.7, eq. 7 .100) present a 2-D Rayleigh wave orthogonality relationship, derived from a representation theorem of the convolution type (de Hoop 1995, eq. 15.2-7; Wapenaar & Fokkema 2006, eq. 5) , and Bostock (1990) extends this relationship to 3-D Rayleigh waves. A similar expression can be derived using the reciprocity theorem of the correlation type (Appendix D), giving
This relationship holds for any pair of modes ν = ν . Eq. (8) is then non-zero only when ν = ν , reducing it to a single sum over modes:
that is, the orthogonality relationship removes the undesired cross-terms of different modes from eq. (8), provided we integrate around a fully enclosing boundary. Snieder (2004a) finds that integrals like eq. (10) have stationary phase when ϕ = ϕ A = ϕ B (where ϕ is the azimuth of the desired interreceiver Green's function, Appendix B; see Fig. 7 ). We write the normal to the boundary at the stationary point, n sp j as the vector (n sp x , n sp y , n sp z ) and evaluate the source terms using this stationary phase condition, the forms of the polarization vector, p ν , and the traction vector, T ν , in eqs (4) and (6), respectively, and the isotropic form of the stress-tensor: Using the energy integrals (Aki & Richards 2002, chap. 7, eq. 7.74 )
and
allows the integration of eq. (11) over depth to be written as
Thus we have solved the part of the integral dependent on depth. Using eq. (7.76) from Aki & Richards (2002) 
, and recalling from the definition after eq. (6) 
In Appendix B, we show that this integral can be solved following the stationary phase argument of Snieder (2004a) , resulting in
where X is the horizontal offset between r A and r B . There are two types of stationary phase location, one where X A < X B and one where X A > X B , these two cases are denoted by η = −1 and η = 1, respectively. This result is virtually identical to eq. (2), the only difference being that in eq. (16) both causal (forward time) and acausal (reverse time) Green's functions exist. Note that by considering source terms and integration in depth we have not only correctly accounted for the higher mode surface waves, but we have also accounted for the factor π/ik ν introduced in the analysis of Snieder (2004a) . This result is illustrated in Fig. 5 , where we have plotted the causal part of the interferometrically determined Green's functions. In eq. (7), we approximated the interferometric integral to be a sum over only point-force sources. In Appendix C, we investigate the effect of this approximation and using the far-field condition we derive a scale factor allowing us to quantify the effect of using only monopole sources, as is common in applications of interferometry to real data. We find that eq. (7) can be rewritten as
where M ν (ω) is a scale factor accounting for the changes introduced by using only monopole sources, given by
We can expect results using only monopole sources to vary with frequency (ω), surface wave mode (ν), and the near-surface density, ρ. The term ik ν (= iω/c ν ) can partly be accounted for with a time derivative (in the frequency domain a time derivative is equivalent to multiplication by iω). This is the only term that affects the phase of the Green's function (for a single frequency); hence, without accounting for the rest of the scale factor we can still expect the estimated surface wave to have the correct phase. Note that the presence of higher modes complicates the application of the term iω/c ν , as it varies for each mode. Of course, methods exist to estimate local material properties (e.g. Aki 1957; Curtis & Robertsson 2002; van Vossen et al. 2005) , and it is possible to identify and separate different surface wave modes using array based frequency-wavenumber methods, or single-station methods (e.g. van Heijst & Woodhouse 1997) . Hence, if required, these scale factors could be estimated and used explicitly. In Appendix C, we note that a similar approach to the above can be used to solve the single source-type interferometric integral (eq. 17). In this case, due to complications with scale factors we have neglected the effect of higher mode surface waves. However, in Appendix D we also derive a Rayleigh wave orthogonality relationship for the single source case. Hence, apart from varying scale factors, we expect sources at depth to play a similar role in this case.
I N T E R F E RO M E T RY W I T H O N LY S U R FA C E S O U RC E S
In practise the most likely case is that sources will only be available at (or near) the surface of the earth as this is the usual case in active source seismology, and also in passive interferometry where passive wavefields are believed to be excited by predominantly near-surface sources (Shapiro & Campillo 2004; Shapiro et al. 2005 ). Here we illustrate the effect of different surface source distributions on the estimation of interreceiver surface waves, for both single and multimode cases.
Surface source distribution-single mode surface waves
Snieder (2004a) considers a homogeneous distribution of sources at the surface of the Earth and shows that the correct interreceiver surface wave can be recovered, and we begin by illustrating this case. The scale factor in eq. (17) applies when a fully enclosing boundary of sources is present. Since we now only use sources at the surface, and terms such as eqs (12)- (14) which require integration in depth do not hold, this scale factor no longer applies. Here we use a single mode, hence there are no complications due to varying scale factors for different modes. To account for the lack of sources at depth we introduce a modal and frequency dependent scale factor, A ν (ω), that may differ from M ν (ω) depending on source configurations. For this homogeneous distribution we replace the integration surface S by integration over the x-and y-coordinates,
Here we define the estimated Green's function resulting from the chosen source geometry as G est im (r A , r B ). Using the simple case of a homogeneous half space (with a P-wave velocity of 1000 m s −1 , an S-wave velocity of 250 m s −1 and a density of 1700 kg ms −3 ) we first illustrate this case using the receiver layout shown in Fig. 8 . We compute 3-D Rayleigh wave Green's functions with eq. (2), using a grid of sources located across the whole area of this figure, separated at 2 m. The parameters used here result in a fundamental mode Rayleigh wave with a velocity of 95 m s −1 . For the source sampling interval of 2 m this allows the wavefield to be well sampled (within the Nyquist sampling criteria) up to a frequency of approximately 25 Hz-we use a Ricker wavelet with centre frequency 10 Hz to bandlimit the data. Note, that in passive seismic interferometry, signals from different sources can overlap in time and sufficient time averaging is required in order to reduce the impact of cross-terms that this can introduce (Snieder 2004a) . We implement sources one at a time and hence, when considering our examples in respect of the application of passive seismic interferometry there are no overlapping signals from different sources. The result of the application of eq. (19) using a homogeneous surface source distribution (applying the time derivative, but not the scale factor) for a single receiver pair is shown in Fig. 9 (a) (solid line) with the directly computed Green's function for comparison (dotted line). For visualization, both of these plots (and subsequent plots in Figs 9b-e) are normalized to a maximum amplitude of one. Note that in this case the interferometric estimate is a good match for the directly computed surface wave. A similar estimate is made for each receiver pair of interest (fixing the farthest right receiver) producing an estimate of a common source gather (Fig. 10a) . Comparing with Fig. 10(f) (directly computed data) we can see that both the arrival times, and the relative amplitudes of the surface wave arrivals are well predicted. This is illustrated in Fig. 11(a) , where we plot the maximum amplitude of each trace versus offset (solid line), with the directly computed result shown for reference (dotted line, all plots are normalized to a maximum of 1).
In reality, such a homogeneous distribution of surface sources is not often available. To illustrate the effect of source distributions we now investigate some limited source geometries typically found in applications of surface wave interferometry in both exploration and earthquake seismology.
In eq. (15) the denominator includes a term dependent on the product of two path lengths (X A and X B ). After the stationary phase evaluation (eq. 16) this reduces to a single offset X (X = X B − X A ), and the correct geometrical spreading term is recovered. If we align the x-axis with the interreceiver line then at the stationary point we have n sp x = 1 and n sp y = 0, that is, an orthogonal source line allows for the recovery of the correct geometrical spreading term (a result observed by Snieder 2004a). Orthogonal source lines are commonly used in industrial seismic surveys, or they may represent a noise generating coastline and we now consider this configuration. Note that amplitude errors may exist in this application due to the scale factor appearing in eq. (17).
We estimate the surface waves between the first and last receiver using orthogonal source line 3 of Fig. 8 (solid line, Fig. 9b) , and compare this with the time-derivative of the directly computed Green's function (dashed line). We have applied cosine tapers across the end of the source line to reduce truncation artefacts, which can be seen prior to the arrival of the surface wave (1.9-2 s). As predicted the phase of the main peaks are well matched and this result is similar to the result for the homogeneous source distribution. We estimate the source gather using this source distribution (Fig. 10b) : note that here, while the geometrical spreading factor is not recovered exactly, the amplitude still decreases with increasing offset (the maximum amplitude of each trace versus offset is shown in Fig. 11b) . Halliday et al. (2007) use a line of sources on an extension of the interreceiver line to estimate interreceiver surface waves (i.e. integration in the x-direction). Since their synthetic examples are in 2-D this is adequate to recover the correct interreceiver surface waves. However, in 3-D, integration in only the x-direction does not recover the correct spreading term. The x-integral is always stationary (as |X A − X B | = |X | for any source position), that is,
Comparing with eq. (2) we see that a phase shift of π/4 is required to retrieve the Green's functions correct phase. Note that after a time derivative has been applied (as in eq. 7) a factor of 1/ √ k ν is missing (cf. the denominator in eq. 2); hence higher frequencies will have artificially high amplitudes in this case (both the phase shift and the factor 1/ √ k ν were observed by Snieder et al. (2006) for 3-D body wave acquisition along a line). Results using the in-line source line in Fig. 8 are shown in Figs 9(c) and Fig. 10(c) . Since we have fixed the farthest right receiver the term X A X B is actually greater for the shorter interreceiver offsets explaining why the amplitudes increase (incorrectly) as the receiver moves away from the 'virtual' source (Fig. 11c) . The errors are exemplified by the phase discrepancy in Fig. 9(c) and the errors in relative amplitudes between Figs 10(c) and (f).
In passive interferometry surface wave signals appear most clearly between receivers whose interreceiver azimuths are perpendicular to the (noise-generating) coast lines. For example in the results of Gertstoft et al. (2006) , interreceiver azimuths perpendicular to the Californian coast give clearer surface wave signals than those subparallel to the coast. Such source geometry may be represented approximately by a single orthogonal source line corresponding to results in Figs 9(b) and 10(b). However, we may also consider the coastline as a 'thick' boundary of sources, since wave energy may be dissipated over a significant range of distances from the shore. Therefore, we use a series of eight closely spaced orthogonal source lines (separated at 2 m, located around source line 3) to produce interreceiver estimates shown in Fig. 9(d) In exploration seismology, source and receiver lines are often distributed with orthogonal geometries. The 8 orthogonal source lines and the receiver line in Fig. 8 illustrate such geometry. We repeat the processing used for the single orthogonal source line for each of these lines and sum the results, shown in Figs 9(e) and 10(e) (with maximum amplitudes for each trace shown in Fig. 11e ). This result is again very similar to the result for a single source line but with a reduction of truncation artefacts (these vary for each source line and interfere destructively).
Hence, when there is only a single surface wave mode present, as is the case for a homogeneous-half-space, a source distribution restricted to the surface does not have a strong influence on the recovered interreceiver surface waves, provided that sources are distributed in the cross-line direction.
Surface source distributions-multimode surface waves
Above we have shown that various different surface source geometries allow for the recovery of estimates of the interreceiver fundamental mode surface waves. Errors are introduced in both the phase and amplitudes of the surface waves due to the use of only monopole sources, and the omission of sources at depth. We now investigate the effect of these source geometries on the estimation of multimode surface waves.
When there are only surface sources and hence there is no integration over depth we cannot apply the Rayleigh wave orthogonality relationship in eqs (8), (9), and (10), and hence the cross-mode terms do not cancel. Above we only considered single mode surface waves. We now consider both a same-mode integral where ν = ν and a cross-mode integral where ν = ν . Substituting the appropriate Green's functions
where A νν (ω) is a scale factor dependent on both modes and frequency. The first integral term can be evaluated in a similar manner as in Appendix B, resulting in an estimate of the interreceiver, multimode surface wave. We now consider the behaviour of the second integral term when various source distributions are used. Following the procedure in Appendix B, we find that the phase of the second part of eq. (21) can only be stationary when
and From the first order derivatives in eqs (B3)-(B6)
Therefore, the stationary condition can be written as
for integration in the x-direction, and
for integration in the y-direction. Figs 12(a) and (b) show examples of the pattern of these two stationary points for the cross-mode correlation of the first and second modes between the two shown locations (circles). Similar patterns are found for differing source pairs. We have plotted the absolute values of eqs (24) and (25), respectively; black areas (zero) indicate stationary phase regions and all other values are non-zero (i.e. they are non-stationary). Fig. 12(a) shows the pattern for integration in the x-direction, that is, this stationary region applies if sources are distributed in only the x-direction. Likewise, for Fig. 12 (b) which shows the pattern for integration in the y-direction, that is, this stationary region applies if sources are distributed in only the y-direction. Note that the two different stationary regions never coincide. Hence, if integration is across the surface (extending in both the x-and y-directions) then there is no stationary region; the second part of eq. (21) is then never stationary, and therefore, cancels. We illustrate the homogeneous source distribution (i.e. integration in both the x-and y-directions) using the same source and receiver geometries as used in Fig. 10(a) but now we use the model illustrated in Fig. 3 . The fundamental mode has a minimum velocity of 105 m s −1 and therefore, the 2 m sampling allows the wavefield to be well sampled up to a frequency of approximately 25 Hz (we again use a 10 Hz Ricker wavelet to band-limit the data). Each trace is normalized to peak amplitude of 1 (as are the subsequent plots in Figs 13b-e) as we concentrate on the effect of multiple modes as opposed to the phase and amplitude errors illustrated in Figs 9 and 10. The interferometric estimate using this homogeneous source distribution is shown in Fig. 13(a) . Comparisons with the directly computed Green's function in Fig. 13(f) are favourable, although we expect amplitude anomalies between modes due to the scale factor in eq. (21). Above we introduced a series of source distributions that represent different situations in which seismic interferometry is often applied. When only orthogonal source lines are present (either a single orthogonal source line, a thick orthogonal source line, or several well spaced orthogonal source lines), integration is only being carried out along a line (in this case a line in the y-direction) and a distribution of cross-mode stationary points such as those shown in Fig. 12(b) will exist. Note that for any orthogonal source line there is at least one stationary point for any offset in the in-line direction. When these source distributions are used we cannot be positive that the cross-mode integral cancels to zero. We accommodate for this non-cancellation by writing the solution of eq. (21) as
where E represents the errors introduced by the cross-mode correlation. The distribution of cross-mode stationary points in Fig. 12(b) is typical of those that exist when integration is carried out in the xdirection. Note, that no stationary points exist on the extension of the interreceiver line, hence by using an in-line source line we can avoid such cross-mode stationary points, that is, this geometry should not be affected by the cross-mode spurious events.
We now reproduce the results of Figs 10(b)-(e) using the multimode model as shown in Fig. 13 . Fig. 13(b) illustrates the surface waves resulting from the use of orthogonal source line 3, showing spurious events that are introduced similar to those in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 14(b) we show a zoom of an area affected by these spurious events, where we expect the answer to be zero (cf. Figs 14a and f) . The in-line source line (Fig. 13c) does not show these spurious events and the results are dominated by the higher frequency surface waves as predicted in the previous section (Fig. 14c shows the equivalent to Fig. 14a ). In this case the higher mode surface waves are still recovered, but due to the dominance of the fundamental mode at higher frequencies these higher modes have low relative amplitudes. Halliday et al. (2008) use a similar distribution of sources and receivers and show that, despite the introduction of amplitude anomalies, it is possible for the phase of both fundamental and higher mode surface waves to be estimated using such a geometry.
Both the 'thick' source line and the well spaced orthogonal source lines (Figs 13d and e) also show spurious events although these are weaker than those in Fig. 13(b) (especially when the well spaced lines are used). This is clear from the associated zoom plots in Figs 14(d) and (e). These source geometries reduce the impact of the spurious events as the phase of these events changes with the location of the boundary. This is similar to the observation of Draganov et al. (2004) who discover that the use of an irregular boundary of sources reduces the effect of ghost events introduced by heterogeneities external to the boundary of sources. The phase of the ghost event varies with source location, hence they begin to cancel due to a similar effect observed in our examples.
Our analysis suggests that the recovery of surface waves using only surface sources is not straight forward when higher modes are present. As expected the surface wave recovery is good when both a homogeneous distribution of sources is used and also when an in-line source distribution is used, despite the varying scale factors. When only limited orthogonal source distributions are available the estimates are far from ideal-orthogonal source lines introduce spurious events due to the cross-mode correlation.
Note that the above relations require that the sources are distributed within the spatial Nyquist criteria. Spatial aliasing will result in uncancelled terms and further spurious events will be introduced into the Green's functions estimates. van Manen et al. (2005) show that it is still possible to retrieve the correct phase of dominant parts of the Green's function when the surface S is spatially aliased. 
D I S C U S S I O N
The analysis and results presented here illustrate the adverse effects of only using surface sources in seismic interferometry for surface wave analysis. In our analysis we illustrate how integration around a full boundary of sources cancels the contribution of cross-mode terms in the interferometric integral and allows for the recovery of the correct amplitudes of the different surface wave modes, that is, to estimate higher mode surface waves correctly we require sources at depth. Hence, when sources are only available at the surface of the Earth estimates are affected by amplitude errors and the introduction of spurious arrivals relating to the higher modes.
We have investigated the role of different surface source distributions in seismic interferometry for surface waves. When integration is carried out in both the in-line and cross-line direction (i.e. when a homogeneous distribution of surface sources is used) a good estimate of the correct interreceiver surface wave is recovered (both higher modes, and the correct geometrical spreading factors are recovered). This result was derived by Snieder (2004a, eq. 24) , but here we also show that relative amplitudes of different surface wave modes may not be correctly recovered due to the presence of modal-and frequency-dependent scale factors, related to the boundary source types used. When integration is only carried out in the inline direction the geometrical spreading factor is not recovered, and the higher frequency part of the surface wave may be more dominant. Despite this the higher mode surface waves can still be recovered, for example Halliday et al. (2008) illustrate the recovery of both fundamental and higher mode surface waves using a real data example. When only orthogonal source geometries are available spurious events are introduced due to the cross-correlation of different higher mode surface waves. These errors are reduced when several orthogonal source lines are used due to the non-stationary phase of the error across different source boundary locations.
In passive surface wave interferometry, the best surface wave estimates occur for receiver pairs whose interreceiver azimuths are orthogonal to noise generating coast lines (Gertstoft et al. 2006) . Further research is required in such settings to determine the effect of the spurious events and whether or not the higher-modes can be recovered. The fundamental mode is often the dominant arrival, and in applications of interferometry this mode is efficiently extracted (e.g. Shapiro et al. 2005; Gertstoft et al. 2006) . Nevertheless if multiple modes can be successfully recovered then it may be possible to use these to improve the estimates of shear wave velocity structure (e.g. MacBeth & Burton 1985; Dost 1990; Trampert & Woodhouse 1995; Yoshizawa & Kennet 2004) .
In exploration seismology orthogonal source-and receiver-lines are often used (Vermeer 2002) . High frequency surface waves (on the order of tens of hertz) sample the very near-surface of the Earth (tens to hundreds of metres), often exhibiting higher mode surface waves (e.g. Al-Husseini et al. 1981; Halliday et al. 2008) . Hence the errors illustrated above may have a more significant impact in exploration than in earthquake seismology. This also applies to engineering settings where high frequency, higher mode surface waves are used to invert for shear wave velocity profiles, providing extra information that can not be extracted from the fundamental mode alone (e.g. Xia et al. 2000; Beaty et al. 2002) .
Due to these cross-mode errors pre-processing may be required to recover higher mode surface waves successfully with only surface sources. Such pre-processing may be easier to apply in exploration or engineering seismology with well sampled receiver arrays allowing for separation of modes, for example, in the frequency-wavenumber domain (e.g. Vermeer 2002 ). In earthquake seismology, mode separation can be attempted using bandpass filters (e.g. Crampin & Bath 1965) , phase matched filtering (e.g. Hwang & Mitchell 1986 ) but detailed analysis and isolation of higher mode Rayleigh waves typically requires array measurements (e.g. Nolet 1975; Nolet & Panza 1976; Cara 1978; Mitchel 1980) , although single-station methods do exist (e.g. van Heijst & Woodhouse 1997) . Densely sampled arrays are seldom available, and hence it may be more difficult to identify and separate all higher mode surface waves.
C O N C L U S I O N S
We have investigated seismic interferometry for surface waves using Green's functions terms for surface waves in laterally homogeneous media. This analysis has revealed that there are two key components to the application of full and exact interferometry:
1. Integration over a fully enclosing boundary allows for the cancellation of cross-mode terms by the Rayleigh wave orthogonality relationship.
2. Integration in the cross-line direction allows for the retrieval of the correct spreading terms in the surface wave Green's functions (a result previously derived by Snieder 2004a, eq. 24).
Both of these components play an important role in recovering the correct relative amplitudes for different surface wave modes. Using only a single source type provides similar results, with the introduction of a frequency-and modal-dependent scaling term that varies depending on source geometries. When sources are not present in the subsurface further scaling terms may emerge, cross-mode terms may not cancel, and spurious events can be introduced when attempting to recover higher mode surface waves.
The insight provided by this analysis allows the effect of surface source distribution to be considered when designing surveys and experiments and interpreting results of interferometry in future:
1. By integrating across the surface of the Earth (i.e. integration in both the x-and y-direction) the correct geometrical spreading term is recovered and the effect of cross-mode correlation is cancelled.
2. Integration along a line perpendicular to the interreceiver line allows for the recovery of approximate geometrical spreading terms. However, unless only a single surface wave mode is present (or a single mode is dominant) spurious events are introduced due to un-cancelled cross-mode correlations.
3. Integration along an extension of the receiver line gives incorrect spreading terms, and introduces a phase shift of π/4 . While this phase error does not matter when we wish to measure group velocities, if unaccounted for it can introduce errors when measuring phase velocities. Our examples illustrate a dominance of higher frequencies, suggesting that the variation of scale factors in this case may be more extreme. One benefit of this source distribution is that it is not affected by the strong spurious events observed when using orthogonal source distributions.
We have illustrated our findings using synthetic Rayleigh wave Green's functions, showing the problems surrounding the recovery of higher mode surface waves for various source geometries. We propose that by using a modal separation pre-processing step, the results of surface wave interferometry can be improved to allow for the recovery of multimode surface waves.
These observations have implications in exploration seismology, where interreceiver surface waves can be estimated by interferometry and removed from source-receiver data. There are also implications for earthquake seismology where interstation surface waves are estimated using passive seismic interferometry, and in engineering geophysics where both the active and passive method may be applied-successful recovery of higher mode surface waves can allow for the extraction of more detailed subsurface velocity structure. Finally, since it is possible to represent the full elastic response of a layered medium using a modal summation, these results could be extended to study the role of surface source distribution in interferometry for body waves, or to study the effect of body waves in interferometry for surface waves. However, both of these topics require further research.
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